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I. INTRODUCTION

The plain language of § 3114(b) of Title 10 states that a nonresident officer

of a Delaware corporation, by virtue of accepting and holding office, has consented

to the exercise of personal jurisdiction over him in the Delaware courts in two

classes of cases: (X& mP[[ RXeX[ actions or proceedings brought in this State, by or on

behalf of, or against such corporation, in which such officer is a necessary or

proper partyn; or (XX& many action or proceeding against such officer for violation of

a duty in such capacity.n1 This case involves a straightforward application of that

language.

Here, Marc Hazoutla Canadian resident who is the President, CEO,

Principal Financial and Accounting Officer, and a director of a Delaware

corporation, Silver Dragon Resources, Inc.lhas been sued for acts taken in his

official capacity on behalf of a Delaware corporation based in Canada. As alleged

in the complaint, Hazout was the lead negotiator for Silver Dragon in negotiating a

capital infusion from a group of affiliated investors including Tsang Mun Ting and

other residents of Hong Kong (cWT m?]eTbc^a =a^d_n&) That capital infusion when

consummated would have required a change of control of Silver Dragon from

Hazout and certain others to Tsang and his fellow investors, who would have

PRWXTeTS cWT aXVWc c^ R^]ca^[ IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb Q^PaS) JWT RP_XcP[ X]UdbX^] fPb c^ QT

###########################################################
1 10 Del. C. § 3114(b).
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consummated by way of a series of agreements, four of which specified that

Delaware law was to govern their terms, with one of those four agreements further

providing that any dispute over it was to be litigated in Delaware. We shall refer to

the interrelated set of agreements as cWT mChange of Control Agreements)n The

primary agreement provided that the Investor Group would lend Silver Dragon

$3.4 million, subject to certain conditions, including a security interest in all of

IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb PbbTcb P]S cWT resignation of four directors. We will call that

agreement cWT mB^P] P]S 7^PaS HT_[PRT\T]c 6VaTT\T]c.n When all terms were

negotiated and the Change of Control Agreements were ready to be inked, Tsang

pushed send on the first $1 million of the $3.4 million in capital to be infused,

based on his assurance that Hazout and the other directors of Silver Dragon would

soon execute the Loan and Board Replacement Agreement. Hazout and two other

Silver Dragon directors did sign the Loan and Board Replacement Agreement, but

a fourth refused. Rather than return the $1 million to Tsang, however, Hazout not

only caused Silver Dragon to keep it, but also had Silver Dragon send $750,000 of

it to Travellers International, Inc., a corporation that Hazout controlled.

Tsang therefore brought this suit in the Superior Court of Delaware against

Silver Dragon, Hazout, and Travellers for unjust enrichment, fraud, and fraudulent

transfer in violation of the Delaware Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Hazout

moved to dismiss on the ground that there was no basis for the exercise of personal
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jurisdiction over him in Delaware because Tsang was not suing Hazout as a

stockholder of Silver Dragon for breach of any fiduciary or other duty owed to

Silver Dragon as an entity or Tsang as a stockholder. The Superior Court

disagreed and found that § 3114(b) provided a proper basis for personal

jurisdiction.2 We accepted a certified interlocutory appeal on the personal

jurisdiction question from the Superior Court.

In this decision, we affirm. Under the clear language of § 3114(b), this is a

mcivil action[]n against the Delaware corporation of which Hazout was an officer

and director, and Hazout is P m_a^_Ta _Pachn c^ cWPc PRcX^] because he has a legal

X]cTaTbc X] cWT SXb_dcT cWPc Xb bT_PaPcT Ua^\ IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb X]cTaTbc, and because

JbP]Vpb claims against him arise out of the same facts and occurrences as the

claims against Silver Dragon and it serves judicial economy to consider those

claims together.3 Here, as the Superior Court found, all of the claims against

Hazout arise out of actions taken in his official capacity, and they include using his

authority as a Silver Dragon fiduciary to cause funds paid to Silver Dragon by

Tsang c^ QT ]^c ^][h aTcPX]TS Qh Xc( Qdc P[b^ c^ QT caP]bUTaaTS c^ >Pi^dcpb own

affiliated company. Thus, there is no rational argument that the terms of § 3114(b)

are not satisfied.

###########################################################
2 Tsang Mun Ting v. Silver Dragon Res., Inc., 2015 WL 3551871, at *4 (Del. Super. June 3,
2015).
3 See 10 Del. C. § 3114(b); 67A C.J.S. Parties § 2 (2015); Party, BLACKpS LAW DICTIONARY

(10th ed. 2014).
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Hazout, however, argues that the provision of § 3114 that applies to civil

actions brought in this state against a corporation in which such director and officer

is a necessary or propea _Pach %cWT mDTRTbbPah ^a Fa^_Ta FPach Fa^eXbX^]n& was read

out of the statute by the Court of Chancery in Hana Ranch, Inc. v. Lent,4 and that

the only operative provision of § 3114 is the one dealing with actions against a

director and officer mfor violation of a duty in such capacityn5 %cWT m?nternal Affairs

Claim Provisionn&. Because Hazout is not being sued by Tsang for breach of a

fiduciary or statutory duty owed to Sliver Dragon or Tsang as a stockholder,

Hazout says that there is no basis for this state to exercise personal jurisdiction

over him.

We disagree with that argument. Contrary to Hazout, we do not believe that

it is a proper role for the Judiciary to excise a clear category set forth in § 3114(b),

simply because there might be cases where it is susceptible to an overly broad

reach. We understand that a decision of the Court of Chancery issued many years

ago took that approach, but this Court has never ruled on that approach and we do

not embrace it. Rather, under settled principles of statutory interpretation, it is our

obligation to give effect to the plain language of statutes to the extent we can do so

without offending any supervening constitutional limits. As both Chancellor

###########################################################
4 424 A.2d 28 (Del. Ch. 1980).
5 10 Del. C. § 3114.
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Allen6 and Chancellor Chandler7 pointed out, that can be done in the case of

§ 3114 by ensuring that any exercise of personal jurisdiction under the statute is

also consistent with due process, by applying the established minimum contacts

test from International Shoe and its progeny.8

Here, that test is easily satisfied because the issues at the heart of this case

X]e^[eT >Pi^dcpb R^]SdRc X] aTcPX]X]V P]S cWT] SXeTacX]V $1 million that Silver

Dragon obtained control over in the course of negotiating and coming to

near-closure on the Change of Control Agreements, which included four

agreements that provided for the application of Delaware law, one of which also

stated that mNPO]h SXb_dcT ^a RPdbT ^U PRcX^] PaXbX]V WTaTd]STa bWP[[ QT [XcXVPcTS X]

the State or Federal courts situated in the State of Delawaren9 and that involved a

contract that would have transferred control of a Delaware corporation from its

current controllers to the Investor Group. The geography of where Hazout, as the

lead operative for Silver Dragon, and Tsang, as the lead investor, were located

when they negotiated the transaction, was not the focus of their shared interaction.
###########################################################
6 See In re USACafes, L.P. Litig)( 0** 6),S .-( /- %9T[) 8W) +33+& %m6] P[cTa]PcXeT P__a^PRW Nc^
aTPSX]V cWT o]TRTbbPah ^a _a^_Tap _a^eXbX^] ^U j 3114 out of the statute] might have been to give
cWT [TVXb[PcdaTpb f^aS Xcb ^aSX]Pah \TP]X]V( Qdc c^ _a^cTRc PVPX]bc d]R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ dbT ^U che
statute on a case-by-case basislemploying the test of the International Shoe line of cases to do
b^)n&)
7 See Ryan v. Gifford, 935 A.2d 258, 269 n.24 (Del. Ch. 2007) (agreeing with the approach
suggested by Chancellor Allen in In re USACafes).
8

4<< .DIMB 4?E< )E& K& 67H?&% 2==@9< E= Unemployment Comp. & Placement, 326 U.S. 310
(1945); see also Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462 (1985); World-Wide Volkswagen
Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286 (1980); 09,<< K& .DIMB /@=< .DH& )E&, 355 U.S. 220 (1957).
9 App. to Answering Br. at 47 (Line of Credit Loan Agreement at 7 (Section 9 (Governing
Law))).
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Rather, the key expectancies for all concerned were focused on Delaware, both as

reflected in the precise terms of the Agreements they were negotiating, and the

main focus of the Loan and Board Replacement Agreement, under which control

over the governance of a Delaware corporation would pass in return for a major

capital infusion. 7TRPdbT ^U cWTbT UPRcb P]S cWT aTP[Xch cWPc P[[ ^U >Pi^dcpb PRcX^]b

relevant to the suit could not have been accomplished without the power of his

offices in a Delaware corporation, there is no due process problem in exercising

personal jurisdiction over Hazout.

Furthermore, we also recognize that in crafting § 3114, the General

Assembly included a safeguard against overreaching, because a nonresident officer

and director can only be served in a case in which the corporation itself is a party,

and in which the officer and director is a necessary or proper party to that suit. By

that means, the statute requires that there be a close nexus between the claims

against the corporation and those against the officer and director, and that the

claims against the officer and director involve conduct taken in his official

corporate capacity. In other words, this safeguard ensures that the implied consent

mechanism of § 3114 only applies when a director or officer faces claims that arise

out of his exercise of his corporate powers.

Finally, we note that the ability of a defendant to move for dismissal on

forum non conveniens grounds provides an additional tool to ensure that officers
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and directors are not subjected to suit in Delaware in a way that is unduly

burdensome. Our precedent makes clear that even Delaware corporations can

avoid facing suit in Delaware, where the connection between the claims at issue

and Delaware are attenuated and the defendant corporation faces an undue

burden.10 That avenue for relief is also open to nonresident officers and directors.

6RR^aSX]V[h( fT PUUXa\ cWT Id_TaX^a 8^dacpb YdSV\T]c ST]hX]V >Pi^dcpb

motion to dismiss claims against him for lack of personal jurisdiction.

II. THE BUSINESS DEALINGS THAT FRAME THE PERSONAL
JURISDICTION QUESTION11

As the introduction makes clear, this appeal turns on the interpretation of a

statute, and whether personal jurisdiction can be exercised over Hazout, either

because he: (i) Xb P m]TRTbbPah ^a _a^_Ta _Pachn c^ P] PRcX^] PVPX]bc cWT R^a_^aPcX^]5

or (ii) violated a statutory or fiduciary duty in his capacity as a director and

officer.12 And as we shall further see, the reason this appeal has been certified

from our Superior Court is because the claims against Hazout, although arising

entirely out of acts he took in his corporate capacity as the President and CEO, and

a director of a Delaware corporation, are commercial in nature and brought by an

armps-length bargaining partner, Tsang. Although Tsang was a stockholder of the

###########################################################
10 See, e.g., Martinez v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., Inc., 86 A.3d 1102 (Del. 2014).
11 Because of the procedural posture, we principally rely on the version of events set forth in
JbP]Vpb R^\_[PX]c P]S cWTaTU^aT aT[XTS d_^] by the Superior Court in addressing the motion to
dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction.
12 10 Del. C. § 3114.
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Delaware corporation, the claims he seeks to press do not involve claims for

breach of fiduciary duty for harm done to the corporation and therefore indirectly

to him as a stockholder. Rather, Tsang plainly alleges that Hazout and Silver

Dragon itself defrauded him, stole his funds, and will not return them.

Because this is a personal jurisdiction case, geography remains germane,

despite its waning relevance in many aspects of commerce. The

defendant-appellant, Hazout, resides in Toronto, Canada. He serves as a director

and as the President, CEO, and Principal Financial and Accounting Officer of

Silver Dragon. For its part, Silver Dragon is a Delaware corporation whose

principal place of business is in Toronto. Silver Dragon is a public mining and

metals company that focuses on the acquisition, exploration, development, and

operation of silver mines. At the time of the negotiations that gave rise to this

dispute, IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb shares were not traded on a stock exchange or on the pink

sheets.13

>Pi^dc Xb P[b^ cWT b^[T ^f]Ta ^U ^]T ^U IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb RaTSXc^ab P]S [PaVTbc

stockholders, Travellers, a private investment bank incorporated in Ontario that

also has its principal place of business in Toronto. Hazout is TravT[[Tabps President

###########################################################
13 See Silver Dragon Res., Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 39 (Mar. 31, 2014) [hereinafter
Silver Dragon 2013 Form 10-AO %mEda 8^\\^] Ic^RZ Xb `d^cTS ^] cWT EeTa-the-Counter Grey
\PaZTc)n&) 6b ^U @d[h ,+( ,*+.( IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb R^\\^] bc^RZ QTVP] caPSX]V ^n OTC Market
=a^d_pb EJ8G7 \PaZTc_[PRT( fWXRW Xb U^a R^\_P]XTb cWPc PaT X] cWTXa STeT[^_\T]c bcPVT) See
Silver Dragon Res., Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 23 (Mar. 27, 2015). We take judicial
notice of Si[eTa 9aPV^]pb _dQ[XR UX[X]Vb)
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and CEO. Silver Dragon and Travellers were also named as defendants in this

action, but are not parties to this appeal. There are different reasons for that.

Because Silver Dragon is a Delaware corporation, it had no basis to contest

jurisdiction in Delaware. By contrast, Travellers is a Canadian corporation and

Tsang was unable to identify any act in Delaware relevant to the case that would

justify the exercise of personal jurisdiction over Travellers in Delaware under our

bcPcTpb [^]V-arm statute, 10 Del. C. § 3104. <^a cWPc aTPb^]( JaPeT[[Tabps motion to

dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction was granted.

The plaintiff-appellee, Tsang, resides in Hong Kong and specializes in

global investments and financial transactions. The other members of the Investor

Group also reside in Hong Kong.

The unusual last acts that gave rise to this lawsuit arose out of a fairly

common situation in the life cycle of a corporation. It appears that in 2012, Silver

Dragon was having trouble meeting its financial obligations and moving forward

with its business plans because of a lack of cash.14 Negotiations therefore ensued

between Hazout, on behalf of Silver Dragon and its board, and Tsang and the

Investor Group, over the terms under which the Investor Group would make a

substantial capital infusion into Silver Dragon. Although Silver Dragon is

###########################################################
14 See Silver Dragon Res., Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-A&( Pc .1 %6_a) ,0( ,*+-& %mEda RdaaT]c
level of cash is significantly insufficient to satisfy our current debt obligations and to fund our
business as currently planned for 12 months. We will need significant additional funds to satisfy
bdRW ^Q[XVPcX^]b P]S c^ R^]cX]dT ^_TaPcX^]b( fWXRW fT \Ph ]^c QT PQ[T c^ ^QcPX])n&)
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putatively a public corporation, it had a less-than-Godzilla enterprise value more

characteristic of a very early stage business.15 The parties therefore were

discussing an infusion of millions of dollars, but deemed that level of contribution

so material that the infusion would result in a transfer of corporate control to the

Investor Group.

By late December 2013, the parties memorialized the terms of the Change of

Control Agreements in which the Investor Group would lend Silver Dragon

$-(.+1(,0/( P]S aTRTXeT P bTRdaXch X]cTaTbc X] P[[ ^U IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb PbbTcb) JWXb

recapitalization would allow Silver Dragon to pay its existing creditors and move

forward with its business plans. But, in exchange for this infusion, the Investor

=a^d_ f^d[S bTRdaT R^]ca^[ ^eTa IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb Q^PaS( QTRPdbT four of the five

members of Silver Dragonpb board, including Hazout, were required to resign, and

be replaced by designees chosen by the Investor Group. Hazout was also required

to give up his position as an officer of Silver Dragon. The terms of the Change of

Control Agreements were negotiated and finalized. These Agreements included:

(a) the Loan and Board Replacement Agreement; (b) a Line of Credit Loan

Agreement; (c) a Secured Line of Credit Note; (d) an Equity Interest Pledge and

All Asset Security and Agreement; and (e) a Warrant for the Purchase of Shares of

Common Stock of Silver Dragon. At least four of these five contracts contained a

###########################################################
15 See Silver Dragon 2013 Form 10-K, at F-3.
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Delaware choice-of-law provision.16 The Line of Credit Loan Agreement further

provided that any disputes arising under the agreement would be litigated in

Delaware courts.17 By year-T]S ,*+-( cWT 8WP]VT ^U 8^]ca^[ 6VaTT\T]cbp cTa\b

were finalized and ready for execution.

Consistent with that, Hazout allegedly represented to Tsang and the Investor

Group that the then-current directors would all sign the Loan and Board

Replacement Agreement P]S aTbXV] ^] DTf MTPapb ;eT( P]S cWPc cWT STP[ f^d[S

close that day. Violating a fundamental playground rule of Yankee commerce,

Tsang did not wait until all of the signed Agreements were in hand to send the

###########################################################
16 App. to Answering Br. at 31 (Loan and Board Replacement Agreement at 9 (Section 5.6)):

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed and
enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware.

Id. at 47 (Line of Credit Loan Agreement at 7 (Section 9)):
Governing Law. The validity, interpretation and performance of this Agreement
shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Delaware without regard to any conflict of law provisions or rule that would
cause the application of the laws of any jurisdiction other than the State of
Delaware.

Id. at 52 (Form of Secured Line of Credit Note at 3):
This Credit Note is executed as a sealed instrument and shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the internal laws of the State of Delaware applicable
to contracts to be performed wholly within such State.

Id. at 62 (Equity Interest Pledge and All Asset Security and Agreement at 8 (Section 7(g))):
Choice of Law. This Pledge Agreement shall be governed by and construed and
enforced in accordance with the laws of the state of Delaware, except to the extent
that the validity or perfection of the security interests hereunder, or remedies
hereunder, in respect of any particular Collateral are governed by the laws of a
jurisdiction other than the state of Delaware.

The Warrant for the Purchase of Shares of Common Stock of Silver Dragon was not provided in
the record.
17 See id. Pc .1 %BX]T ^U 8aTSXc B^P] 6VaTT\T]c Pc 1 %ITRcX^] 3&& %mGoverning Law. . . . Any
dispute or cause of action arising hereunder shall be litigated in the State or Federal courts
situPcTS X] cWT IcPcT ^U 9T[PfPaT)n&)
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money. Instead, in alleged reliance on >Pi^dcpb PbbdaP]RTb cWPc P[[ cWT ]TRTbbPah

Silver Dragon signatures were forthcoming, Tsang caused the first installment of

$1,014,140 under the Agreements to be wired to Silver Dragon on December 30,

2013.

The next day, Hazout forwarded to the Investor Group an email chain among

IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb Q^PaS \T\QTab( fWXRW X]SXRPcTS cWPc cWT R^\_P]h WPS mreceived

cWT UXabc caP]RWT ^U Ud]Sbn P]S cWPc Xc WPS msigned the attached Line of Credit

Agreement, Line of Credit Note, and Equity Pledge.n18 The written

corrTb_^]ST]RT UdacWTa _a^eXSTS cWPc IX[eTa 9aPV^] mWPb P[b^ aTRTXeTS P__a^eP[

from [directors] =[T] CPRCd[[X]( 8WPa[Tb CR6[_X]T P]S CPaR >Pi^dcn P]S cWPc

mNdO_^] P__a^eP[ Ua^\ CP]dT[ 8WP] c^SPh P]S WXb Ud]Sb PSeP]RTS cWT caP]bPRcX^]

will close and all resignacX^]b fX[[ cPZT TUUTRc Pb ^U cWXb SPh 9TRT\QTa -+( ,*+-)n
19

BPcTa cWPc SPh( IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb attorney X]U^a\TS cWT ?]eTbc^a =a^d_pb

R^d]bT[ cWPc cWT R^\_P]h fPb bcX[[ PfPXcX]V SXaTRc^a 8WP]pb bXV]PcdaT) 6c cWT bP\T

time, IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb Pcc^a]Th bT]c ^eTa >Pi^dcpb signatures to all of the

AVaTT\T]cb ^] QTWP[U ^U IX[eTa 9aPV^]( P]S >Pi^dcpb bXV]PcdaTb ^] QTWP[U ^U

Travellers and another associated entity of Silver Dragon of which he is the

FaTbXST]c) IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb Pcc^a]Th P[b^ bT]c ^eer signatures to the Loan and

###########################################################
18 App. to Opening Br. at 15 (Compl. ¶ 28) (internal quotation marks omitted).
19 Id. (Compl. ¶ 29).
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Board Replacement Agreement from cWaTT ^U cWT R^\_P]hpb SXaTRc^ab( X]R[dSX]V

Hazout.

But then things went pear-shaped. Hazout and Silver Dragon told the

Investor Group that Chan would not sign. But Hazout and Silver Dragon did not

bT]S QPRZ cWT ?]eTbc^a =a^d_ps money. Rather, on April Foolsp Day 2014, they

told Tsang that Silver Dragon had already spent a quarter of the million dollars to

pay off debtb( P]S cWTh fTaT]pc Y^ZX]V)

Three days later, the defendants further informed Tsang that Hazout and

Silver Dragon transferred approximately $750,000 of the payment to Travellers.

Between April and August of 2014, Tsang repeatedly asked Silver Dragon to give

back the money, but Silver Dragon, Hazout, and his affiliate refused to return it.

J^ VTc cWT ?]eTbc^a =a^d_pb \^]Th QPRZ( Tsang filed a complaint in the

Court of Chancery against Silver Dragon, Travellers, and Hazout. For purposes of

understanding the current appeal, it is important to understand what claims Tsang

made and did not make. In his complaint, Tsang alleged that Hazout and Silver

Dragon (i) committed fraud against him and the Investor Group; (ii) were unjustly

enriched by the ?]eTbc^a =a^d_pb $1,014,140 payment; and (iii) fraudulently

transferred that payment c^ >Pi^dcpb PUUX[XPcT in violation of the Delaware Uniform

Fraudulent Transfer Act.
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Notably absent from the complaint was any claim against Hazout for breach

of fiduciary duty. The reason for that is rather plain: Tsang was not suing to

protect Silver Dragon, or his stockholder investment in it. Tsang was suing

Hazout, Silver Dragon, and Travellers c^ VTc cWT ?]eTbc^a =a^d_pb \^]Th QPRZ)

Although it is conceivable that another Silver Dragon investor could sue Hazout

over this alleged course of action,20 Tsang did not do so, and his and the Investor

=a^d_pb X]cTaTbcb fTaT PSeTabT c^ IX[eTa 9aPV^] P]S \PZT cWT\ d]bdXcPQ[T

derivative plaintiffs. Consistent with JbP]Vpb failure to allege a breach of fiduciary

###########################################################
20 As the Superior Court noted, if the course of conduct Hazout engaged in transpired as Tsang
alleges, his behavior would have serious fiduciary implications. See Tsang, 2015 WL 3551871,
at *4. If, for example, he exposed Silver Dragon to liability to Tsang in order to facilitate
improper payments to his own affiliates, such as Travellers, a claim by Silver Dragon to require
Hazout to make it whole for any liability it incurred could be stated. Likewise, under Delaware
law, a corporation cannot seek profit by using illegal means, and if Hazout knowingly did so and
exposed Silver Dragon to liability, that would form a basis for a potential fiduciary duty claim by
a derivative plaintiff whose interests were aligned with that of Silver Dragon. See, e.g., In re
Walt Disney Co. Derivative Litig)( 3*0 6),S ,1( 01 %9T[) ,**0& %moA failure to act in good faith
may be shown, for instance, where the fiduciary intentionally acts with a purpose other than that
of advancing the best interests of the corporation, [or] where the fiduciary acts with the intent to
violate applicable positive law . . . .pn& (internal citation omitted); .D G< 'C& .DIMB ,GF&% .D9&%

Consol. Derivative Litig., 976 A.2d 872, 889 (Del. Ch. 2009), 7==M; HJ8 DEC. 5<79?<GHM 3<I& 4LH&

of La. v. Gen. Re Corp., 11 A.3d 228, 2010 WL 5394004 (Del. 2010) (Table) %mN?Oc Xb VT]TaP[[h
accepted that a derivative suit may be asserted by an innocent stockholder on behalf of a
corporation against corporate fiduciaries who knowingly caused the corporation to commit
X[[TVP[ PRcb P]S( Pb P aTbd[c( RPdbTS cWT R^a_^aPcX^] c^ bdUUTa WPa\)n&; Desimone v. Barrows, 924
A.2d 908, 934k-/ %9T[) 8W) ,**1& %m9T[PfPaT R^a_^aPcT [Pf WPb long been clear on [the]
notion NO cWPc Xc Xb dccTa[h X]R^]bXbcT]c fXcW ^]Tpb Sdch ^U UXST[Xch c^ cWT R^a_^aPcX^] c^ R^]bRX^db[h
cause the corporation to act unlawfully. The knowing use of illegal means to pursue profit for
cWT R^a_^aPcX^] Xb SXaTRc^a \XbR^]SdRc)n&5 see also 8 Del. C. § 102(b)(7)(ii) (providing that an
TgRd[_Pc^ah RWPacTa _a^eXbX^] RP]]^c [X\Xc P SXaTRc^apb _Tab^]P[ \^]TcPah [XPQX[Xch mfor acts or
omissions not in good faith or which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing violation of
[Pfn&)
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duty claim, Tsang transferred his case to the Superior Court because it otherwise

faced dismissal for lack of equity jurisdiction.

On January 7, 2015, Hazout and Travellers moved to dismiss the claims

against them in the Superior Court for lack of personal jurisdiction. The Superior

Court issued its opinion on June 3, 2015. In that opinion, the trial court granted

JaPeT[[Tabps motio] Qdc ST]XTS >Pi^dcpb \^cX^] QPbTS ^] Xcb UX]SX]V cWPc P[cW^dVW

>Pi^dc fPb ]^c bdQYTRc c^ Xcb YdaXbSXRcX^] d]STa 9T[PfPaTpb [^]V-arm statute,21

jurisdiction over Hazout was proper under the officer consent statute.22

In its analysis, the Superior Court acknowledged the effect Hana Ranch had

of limiting the application of § 3114 to suits that involve claims of breach of a

R^a_^aPcT UXSdRXPahpb Sdch)23 Being mindful of that constraint, the Superior Court

strained to find jurisdiction over Hazout under the Internal Affairs Claim

Provision.24 Even though the trial court acknowledged that Tsang did not allege

that Hazout breached a duty that he owed in his official capacity, it determined that

mthe alleged misconduct would be adverse to Hazodcpb UXSdRXPah Sdch c^ IX[eTa

###########################################################
21 See 10 Del. C. § 3104.
22 Tsang, 2015 WL 3551871, at *2k3.
23 Id. at *3 (quoting In re USACafes, 600 A.2d at 52 (citing Pestolite, Inc. v. Cordura Corp., 449
A.2d 269 (Del. Super. 1982); Hana Ranch( .,. 6),S ,2&& %mIt is true that earlier cases of
9T[PfPaT R^dacb WPeT X\_[XTS cWPc Xc of^d[S QT d]R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ U^a 9T[PfPaT c^ PccT\_c c^
compel the appearance of directors here to litigate any claims other than claims for breach of
their fiduciary duty to the corporation . . . )pn&)
24 Id. at *4.
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9aPV^])n25 JWT Id_TaX^a 8^dac P[b^ ^QbTaeTS cWPc m>Pi^dc PRcTS X] WXb R^a_^aPcT

RP_PRXch Pb IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb 9XaTRc^a( FaTbXST]c( 8;E P]S FaX]RX_P[ <X]P]RXP[ P]S

Accounting Officer when he transferred the money to his company, JaPeT[[Tab)n26

On those grounds, the trial court determined that the Internal Affairs Claim

Provision could be used to exercise jurisdiction over Hazout.27

In addressing whether its exercise of jurisdiction over Hazout comported

with his rights to due process, the Superior Court adhered to established

constitutional principles and determined that jurisdiction was constitutionally

_a^_Ta QPbTS ^] >Pi^dcpb R^]cacts with Delaware. In doing so, the Superior Court

noted that m>Pi^dc PRRT_cTS RTacPX] SdcXTb d]STa 9T[PfPaT [Pfn28 when he

PRRT_cTS P _^bXcX^] Pb IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb UXSdRXPah P]S cWPc mcWXb IcPcT WPb P _dQ[XR

X]cTaTbc X] T]U^aRX]V cWTbT SdcXTb)n
29 It also observed that Tsangpb R[PX\b PaXbT ^dc

of alleged misconduct by Hazout in his capacity as a fiduciary of Silver Dragon,

and concluded that it mis in keeping with traditional notions of fairness and

bdQbcP]cXP[ YdbcXRTn30 to require him to defend claims that arose out of his

mmanagement of the corporation)n31

###########################################################
25 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id.
28 Id.
29 Id.
30 Id. (citing Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 222k24 (1977) (Brennan, J., concurring in part and
dissenting in part)).
31 Id.
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After issuing its decision, the Id_TaX^a 8^dac RTacXUXTS >Pi^dcpb X]cTa[^Rdc^ah

appeal to this Court, which we accepted.

III. ANALYSIS

LT aTeXTf cWT Id_TaX^a 8^dacpb ST]XP[ ^U >Pi^dcpb \^cX^] c^ SXb\Xbb cWT

claims against him for lack of personal jurisdiction de novo.32 We also conduct a

de novo aTeXTf ^U cWT Id_TaX^a 8^dacpb X]cTa_aTcPcX^] ^U j 3114.33

At one level, this case is a rather simple one. As we shall discuss, this is

plainly a suit in which >Pi^dc Xb P m]TRTbbPah ^a _a^_Ta _Pachn c^ P mRXeX[

action[] . . . brought in this State . . ) PVPX]bc NcWTO R^a_^aPcX^]n ^U fWXRW WT Xb an

officer and director.34 Not only that, we believe that given that Hazout was on

notice that he had consented to suit in Delaware for certain classes of suits by

virtue of his service as an officer and director of a Delaware corporation, the reality

that the dealings that gave rise to this suit were focused on the change of control of

that Delaware corporation, and that the parties to those dealings were clearly using

Delaware law as their common language of commerce, Hazout has no basis to

R^\_[PX] cWPc WXb SdT _a^RTbb aXVWcb f^d[S QT ^UUT]STS Qh 9T[PfPaTpb TgTaRXbT ^U

personal jurisdiction over him.

###########################################################
32 See AeroGlobal Capital Mgmt., LLC v. Cirrus Indus., Inc., 871 A.2d 428, 437 (Del. 2005).
33 Del. Bay Surgical Servs., P.C. v. Swier( 3** 6),S 0.0( 0/, %9T[) ,**0& %mGdTbcX^]b ^U
statutory interpretation are questions of law reviewed de novo.n&)
34 10 Del. C. § 3114.
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But, there is another level on which this suit is complex. In Hana Ranch,

more than a generation ago, Chancellor Marvel essentially read the Necessary or

Proper Party Provision out of the consent statute.35 The former Chancellor did so

on the ground that if he gave effect to that provision, it could be susceptible to an

overbroad reach that could endanger the constitutionality of § 3114.36 This fear

was an understandable one, given the importance of § 3114 and its inspiration by

Shaffer v. Heitner, a case that struck down the previous method that had been used

to secure personal jurisdiction in Delaware over nonresident fiduciaries of

Delaware corporations.37

E] cWXb P__TP[( >Pi^dcpb _aX\Pah PaVd\T]c Xb cWPc Hana Ranch is a sound

interpretation of § 3114 and that it should be adopted by this Court. Although

Hazout acknowledges that this Court has never had occasion to address whether

Hana Ranch was correct, he notes that the Court of Chancery has adhered to it for

years, despite the reality that two Chancellors have noted their view that it was not

correctly decided.38 In stressing Hana Ranch, Hazout acts consistently with his

arguments below, where the shadow of that decision loomed over the Superior

Court. The Superior Court rationalized its decision below as implicating the

###########################################################
35 See Hana Ranch, 424 A.2d at 30k31.
36 See id.; see also DONALD J. WOLFE & MICHAEL A. PITTENGER, CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL

PRACTICE IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY § 3.04[a][2], at 3-55 (2013) (citing Hana Ranch, 424
A.2d at 30k-+& %]^cX]V cWPc mNcOWT 8WP]RT[[^a NfPbO P__PaT]c[h UTPaUd[ ^U cWT _^cT]cXP[ U^a
unconstitutional application of the statutT XU aTPS b^ Qa^PS[hn&)
37 See 433 U.S. at 216k17.
38 See supra notes 6k7.
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Internal Affairs Claim Provision on the grounds that although Hazout was not

being accused in this suit of breaching duties he owed to Silver Dragon or its

investors as a fiduciary, his conduct was taken in his official capacity and that

allegations of the complaint could form the basis for a claim for breach of fiduciary

duty by a disinterested Silver Dragon stockholder.

Hazout also emphasizes that Hana Ranch was preceded by this Courtpb

decision in Armstrong v. Pomerance( fWXRW bPhb4 mNITRcX^]O -++. authorizes

jurisdiction only in actions which are inextricably bound up in Delaware law and

where Delaware has a strong interest in providing a forum for redress of injuries

inflicted upon ^a Qh P 9T[PfPaT S^\XRX[XPah( X)T)( cWT 9T[PfPaT R^a_^aPcX^])n39 He

argues that this languagelwhich was dictum because the case dealt with a

garden-variety fiduciary duty claim that is grist for the mill of the Internal Affairs

Claim Provisionlsomehow read the Necessary or Proper Party Provision out of

the statute, at least as to claims not formally governed by Delaware law.

?] PSSaTbbX]V >Pi^dcpb PaVd\T]cb( Tsang counters that Hana Ranch is an

erroneous interpretation of § 3114, which this Court has never had occasion to

address. Pointing to the plain language of § 3114, Tsang argues that Hana Ranch

involved a judicial determination to excise a plain provision of a carefully crafted

statute, a determination that goes beyond the proper judicial role. Not only that,

###########################################################
39 423 A.2d 174, 176 n.5 (Del. 1980).
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Tsang contends that it is unnecessary to strike any provision of § 3114 to preserve

its constitutionality because § 3114 alone cannot serve as an ultimate basis for the

exercise of personal jurisdiction. Rather, in each case where § 3114 is used, it

must also be consistent with principles of due process, as measured by the

minimum contacts test of the International Shoe line of cases, to exercise personal

jurisdiction over the nonresident defendant in Delaware. Alternatively, Tsang

strains to contend that this is a suit that implicates the Internal Affairs Claim

Provision, if we conclude that we should adopt the approach taken by Hana Ranch.

LT P__a^PRW cWT _PacXTbp R^]cT]SX]V PaVd\T]cb Qh U^RdbX]V UXabc ^] cWTXa

primary clash, which is over whether the Necessary or Proper Party Provision is

still viable. Settled principles of statutory determination are critical to our

resolution of that dust-up and, to our mind, compel the conclusion we reach.

I] X]cTa_aTcX]V P]h bcPcdcT( fT mPbRTacPX] P]S VXeT TUUTRc c^ cWT X]cT]c ^U cWT

[TVXb[PcdaT)n40 Where the statute is unambiguous, we must adhere to the plain

meaning of the statutory language.41 Of special relevance to this case are the

principles that guide courts in addressing statutes that may be susceptible to

###########################################################
40 Swier, 900 A.2d at 652 (quoting Coastal Barge Corp. v. Coastal Zone Indus. Control Bd., 492
A.2d 1242, 1246 (Del. 1985)) (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Eliason v. Englehart,
733 A.2d 944, 946 (Del. 1999) (citing Street v. State, 669 A.2d 9, 13 (Del. 1995)) (mJWT V^P[ ^U
stacdc^ah R^]bcadRcX^] Xb c^ STcTa\X]T P]S VXeT TUUTRc c^ [TVXb[PcXeT X]cT]c)n&)
41 Eliason, 733 A.2d at 946 (m?U P bcPcdcT Xb d]P\QXVd^db( cWTaT Xb ]^ ]TTS U^a YdSXRXP[
X]cTa_aTcPcX^]( P]S cWT _[PX] \TP]X]V ^U cWT bcPcdc^ah [P]VdPVT R^]ca^[b)n& (internal citation
omitted); Coastal Barge Corp., 492 A.2d at 1245k.0 %m?U cWT bcPcdcT Pb P fW^[T Xb d]P\QXVd^db(
cWTaT Xb ]^ aTPb^]PQ[T S^dQc Pb c^ cWT \TP]X]V ^U cWT f^aSb dbTS P]S cWT 8^dacpb a^[T Xb cWT]
limited to an application of the literal meaning of the words)n&)
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unconstitutional application. In those cases, courts should avoid interpretations

that would render a statute unconstitutional, if that can be done without impairing

cWT [TVXb[PcdaTpb _da_^bT)42 But, courts are not authorized to strike provisions of a

statute simply because that will make it easier for the Judiciary to apply the statute

in the future without challenges to its constitutionality, as applied in particular

cases.43 As-applied challenges are well-understood, and striking a provision by

###########################################################
42

4<< )ECCE;@IL +JIJG<H 5G7;@D> )ECCMD K& 49?EG, 478 U.S. 833, 841 (1986) (quoting
'FI?<A<G K& 4<9ML E= 4I7I<( -12 K)I) /**( /+/ %+30.&& %]^cX]V cWPc P[cW^dVW P R^dac mfX[[ ^UcT]
strain to construe legislation so as to save it against constitutional attack, it must not and will not
carry this to the point of perverting the purpose of a statute . . ) ^a YdSXRXP[[h aTfaXcX]V Xcn&
(internal quotation marks omitted); United States v. Locke, 471 U.S. 84, 96 (1985) (quoting
Moore Ice Cream Co. v. Rose( ,23 K)I) -1-( -13 %+3--&& %mLT RP]]^c _aTbb bcPcdc^ah
R^]bcadRcX^] oc^ cWT _^X]c ^U SXbX]VT]d^db TePbX^]p TeT] c^ Pe^XS P R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ `dTbcX^])n&5
Wash. Mkt. Co. v. Hoffman, 101 U.S. 112, 115k+0 %+213& %mLT PaT ]^c Pc [XQTach c^ R^]bcadT P]h
statute so as to deny effect to any part of its language. It is a cardinal rule of statutory
construction that significance and effect shall, if possible, be accorded to every word. . . . oN6O
statute ought, upon the whole, to be so construed that, if it can be prevented, no clause, sentence,
^a f^aS bWP[[ QT bd_TaU[d^db( e^XS( ^a X]bXV]XUXRP]c)p JWXb ad[T WPb QTT] aT_TPcTS X]]d\TaPQ[T
cX\Tb)n&5 Richardson v. Wile, 535 A.2d 1346, 1350 (Del. 1988) (citing 'IB7DI@H . )ED;E& 'HHMD K&

Bryson, 403 A.2d 711 (Del. 1979)) %mNLOWTaT P _^bbXQ[T X]UaX]VT\T]c ^U P R^]bcXcdcX^]P[
guarantee exists, the interpreting court should strive to construe the legislative intent so as to
Pe^XS d]]TRTbbPah R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ X]UXa\XcXTb)n&; Sturgill v. M & M, Inc., 329 A.2d 360, 362 (Del.
1974& %mEda Sdch Xb c^ aTPS bcPcdc^ah [P]VdPVT b^ Pb c^ Pe^XS R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ `dTbcX^]PQX[Xch P]S
_PcT]c PQbdaSXch P]S c^ VXeT cWT [P]VdPVT P aTPb^]PQ[T P]S bdXcPQ[T \TP]X]V)n& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^]
omitted); State v. Baker, 679 A.2d 1002, 1007 (Del. Super. 1996) (citing 4D<BB K& *D>M; 4LH& $

Designs, Inc.( 003 6),S +-( ,* %9T[) +33/&& %m?U _^bbXQ[T c^ S^ b^( bcPcdcTb \dbc QT R^]bcadTS c^
achieve a common sense result, a result which is in harmony with constitutional principles, and
to avoid a construction which wod[S [TPS c^ d]aTPb^]PQ[T ^a PQbdaS aTbd[cb)n&5 see also 82 C.J.S.
Statutes j -3/ %,**3& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^]b ^\XccTS& %mJWT _aX\Pah Sdch ^U P R^dac X] X]cTa_aTcX]V P
statute is to ascertain and give effect to the intention and purpose of the legislature. The
fundamental rule of statutory construction to which all other rules are subordinate is that the
court must ascertain and implement the legislative intent, as expressed in the statute, unless it is
X] R^]U[XRc fXcW R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ _a^eXbX^]b)n&)
43 See, e.g., Wash. State Grange v. Wash. State Republican Party, 552 U.S. 442, 449k50 (2008)
%m?] STcTa\X]X]V fWTcWTa P [Pf Xb UPRXP[[h X]eP[XS( fT \dbc QT RPaTUd[ ]^c c^ V^ QTh^]S cWT
bcPcdcTpb UPRXP[ aT`dXaT\T]cb P]S b_TRd[PcT PQ^dc oWh_^cWTcXRP[p ^a oX\PVX]Pahp RPbTb)n& %X]cTa]P[
citation omitted); United States v. Raines( -0, K)I) +1( ,, %+30*& %mJWT ST[XRPcT _^fTa ^U
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judicial fiat is something that should result from a facial challenge to the validity of

a statute. Consistent with this principle, it is also understood that blanket judicial

X]eP[XSPcX^] ^U P bcPcdcTpb f^aSb bW^d[S ]^c T]bdT XU cWT bcPcdcT RP] QT P__[XTS

constitutionally in a wide class of cases, but might operate overbroadly in some

more limited class of cases.44

These established principles of jurisprudence lead us to conclude that we

cannot embrace the approach taken by Hana Ranch. We recognize the

high-minded motivation that impelled that ruling, but we cannot square it with

###########################################################################################################################################################################################

pronouncing [a legislative act] unconstitutional is not to be exercised with reference to
hypothetical cases thus imagined. . . . [A] limiting construction could be given to the statute by
the court responsible for its construction if an application of doubtful constitutionality were in
fact concretely presented. We might add that application of this rule frees the Court not only
from unnecessary pronouncement on constitutional issues, but also from premature
X]cTa_aTcPcX^]b ^U bcPcdcTb X] PaTPb fWTaT cWTXa R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ P__[XRPcX^] \XVWc QT R[^dSh)n&5 see
also Boilermakers Local 154 Ret. Fund v. Chevron Corp., 73 A.3d 934, 948k49 (Del. Ch. 2013)
%mJWT _[PX]cXUUbp QdaST] ^] cWXb \^cX^] NU^a YdSV\T]c ^] cWT _[TPSX]VbO RWP[[T]VX]V cWT UPRXP[
statutory and contractual validity of the bylaws is a difficult one: they must show that the bylaws
cannot operate lawfully or equitably under any circumstances. . . . The plaintiffs voluntarily
assumed this burden by making a facial validity challenge, and cannot satisfy it by pointing to
some future hypothetical application of the bylaws that might be impermissible. The answer to
the possibility that a statutorily and contractually valid bylaw may operate inequitably in a
particular scenario is for the party facing a concrete situation to challenge the case-specific
application of the bylaw . . . )n& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^]b ^\XccTS& (emphasis in original); 16 C.J.S.
Constitutional Law § 163 (2015), Westlaw (updated December 2015) %m?] P] Pb-applied
challenge to the constitutionality of a law, a court assesses the merits of the challenge by
considering the facts of the particular case, not hypothetical facts in other situations; under such a
challenge, the challenger must show that his or her constitutional rights were actually
violated. . . . On a facial challenge to the constitutionality of a law, the court must be careful not
c^ V^ QTh^]S cWT bcPcdcTpb UPRXP[ aT`dXaT\T]cb P]S b_TRd[PcT PQ^dc Wh_^cWTcXRP[ ^a X\PVX]Pah
RPbTb)n&)
44 See, e.g., United States v. Salerno( .2+ K)I) 1-3( 1./ %+321& %mJWT UPRc cWPc NP] PRcO \XVWc
operate unconstitutionally under some conceivable set of circumstances is insufficient to render
Xc fW^[[h X]eP[XS( bX]RT fT WPeT ]^c aTR^V]XiTS P] o^eTaQaTPScWp doctrine outside the limited
R^]cTgc ^U cWT <Xabc 6\T]S\T]c)n& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^] ^\XccTS&5 Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733, 760
%+31.& %mJWXb 8^dac WPb . . . repeatedly expressed its reluctance to strike down a statute on its
face where there were a substantXP[ ]d\QTa ^U bXcdPcX^]b c^ fWXRW Xc \XVWc QT eP[XS[h P__[XTS)n&)
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what we understand to be our duty in VXeX]V TUUTRc c^ ^da =T]TaP[ 6bbT\Q[hpb

enactments. When confronting Hana Ranch as precedent in In re USACafes, L.P.

Litigation, Chancellor Allen recognized the problematic nature of Hana Ranchpb

approach.45 In that decision, Chancellor Allen noted that the possible

unconstitutional application of the Necessary or Proper Party Provision could be

dealt with by the requirement to ensure that any exercise of personal jurisdiction

under a Delaware service of process statutelbe it § 3114 or the long-arm statutel

be consistent with constitutional principles of due process.46 Feeling bound as a

trial judge to adhere to the precedent of his own court,47 Chancellor Allen did not

depart from Hana Ranch, and instead concluded that jurisdiction was proper under

the Internal Affairs Claim Provision because the defendant directors violated the

duty of loyalty that they owed to the partnership and its limited partners in their

capacity as corporate fiduciaries.48 In a later case, Chancellor Chandler also

adhered to Hana Ranch,49 but signaled his agreement with Chancellor Allen that

the better approach to interpretation was to give effect to the Necessary or Proper

###########################################################
45 See 600 A.2d at 53.
46 See supra note 6.
47 See In re USACafes, 600 A.2d at 53 %]^cX]V cWPc m[t]he doctrine of stare decisisn aT\^eTS cWT
option of hewing to the plain language of the Necessary and Proper Party Provision and applying
the minimum contacts analysis to guard against unconstitutional application of that provision).
48 See id.
49 Gifford( 3-/ 6),S Pc ,03 %mI am duty bound to follow the law as it is currently
interpreted . . . .n&.
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Party Provision, and to use the minimum contacts test to police any overbreadth.50

Candor requires us to acknowledge that Hazout is correct in pointing out that the

Court of Chancery has adhered to Hana Ranch,51 although Hazout is unable to

identify a case when the Court of Chancery was actually faced with the precise

argument that Tsang now makes and where resolution of the jurisdictional question

turned on whether the Necessary or Proper Party Provision was still viable.

As important, Hazout admits that this Court has never been presented with

this question before. In our prior decisions involving § 3114, we assumed that the

General Assembly intended there to be two categories of cases to which directors

and officers had consented to service.52 We did that for the obvious reason that the

###########################################################
50 See id. at 269 n.24.
51 See, e.g., Corp. Prop. Assocs. 14 Inc. v. CHR Holding Corp., 2008 WL 963048, at *10 (Del.
Ch. Apr. 10, 2008) (internal citations omitted):

Section 3114, despite its broad language, has been interpreted over the last
quarter-century to be limited to granting personal jurisdiction only for claims
against directors in their capacity as directors. Moreover, case law has interpreted
§ 3114 as applying only in suits brought by a stockholder directly or by or on
behalf of the corporation itself involving violations of the Delaware General
8^a_^aPcX^] BPf %cWT m9=8Bn&( cWT R^a_^aPcT RWPacTa P]S Qh[Pfb( P]S QaTPRWTb
of the fiduciary duties owed to the corporation and its stockholders (i.e.,
m8^a_^aPcT 8[PX\bn&) JW^bT X]cTa_aTcPcX^]b ^U cWT SXaTRc^a R^]bT]c bdQbTRcX^] ^U
§ 3114 also apply to the officer consent subsection of § 3114.

But, the argument in Corporate Property Associates was not based on the Necessary or Proper
FPach Fa^eXbX^] Qdc aPcWTa ^] cWT PaVd\T]c cWPc mXU P R^\_[PX]c R^]cPX]TS P _[PdbXQ[T( Qdc bcX[[
dismissable, Corporate Claim against a director served under § 3114, other claims related to the
facts giving rise to the unsuccessful Corporate Claim, if viable, could be prosecuted against the
director in this court.n Id. (internal citation omitted).
52 See, e.g., .HI@IJIE (7D97G@E .I7B@7DE 4F' K& -JDI<G *D>M> )E., 449 A.2d 210, 227k28 (Del.
+32,& %mITaeXRT ^] P SXaTRc^a _dabdP]c c^ N§ 3114] Xb ^][h R^]cT\_[PcTS X] PRcX^]b oX] fWXRW bdRW
director, trustee or member is a necessary or proper party, or in any action or proceeding against
such director, trustee or member for violation of his duty in such capacity, whether or not he
R^]cX]dTb c^ bTaeT Pb bdRW SXaTRc^a( cadbcTT ^a \T\QTa Pc cWT cX\T bdXc Xb R^\\T]RTS)pn& %X]cTa]P[
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Necessary or Proper Party Provision and the Internal Affairs Claim Provision are

sepPaPcTS Qh cWT f^aS m^an P]S cWPc cWTaT Xb ]^ ^cWTa aTPb^]PQ[T aTPSX]V cWPc RP] QT

given to the statute.53 In none of our cases did we assume that the Necessary or

Proper Party Provision was invalid.

In noting that we have never decided the question before us, we do not

XV]^aT >Pi^dcpb RXcPcX^] c^ SXRcd\ X] Armstrong. But that dictum is just that, and

its focus is on precisely the kind of factors that properly are taken into account in

the application of the minimum contacts test. In this case, as we discuss, the

conduct underlying all the claims was in fact Delaware-focused and involved

parties using Delaware law as their language of commerce in negotiating the

change of control of a Delaware corporation. We need not make a choice-of-law

analysis at this juncture to conclude that this is a case in which Delaware has a

legitimate interest in providing a forum for efficient redress of claims against a

Delaware corporation and the fiduciary whose actions are at the heart of those

claims.

Additionally, we are unable to find any proper basis now for determining

that the Necessary or Proper Party Provision is facially invalid, as Hazout would

###########################################################################################################################################################################################

citations omitted) (emphasis added); Armstrong, .,- 6),S Pc +10 ])/ %mLT T\_WPbXiT WTaT cWPc
[§] 3114 authorizes service only in actions where directors, trustees or members of the governing
body of a Delaware corporation are necessary or proper parties or where the cause of action is
Va^d]STS ^] bdRW X]SXeXSdP[bp QaTPRW ^U cWT UXSdRXPah SdcXTb ^fTS c^ cWT R^a_^aPcX^] P]S Xcb
^f]Tab)n& %T\_WPbXb PSSTS&)
53 See 10 Del. C. § 3114.
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have us declare.54 Starting with the language of the Necessary or Proper Party

Provision, we note that the provision contains its own safeguards against

overbreadth. By its plain terms, the Necessary or Proper Party Provision limits the

exercise of jurisdiction over a nonresident director or officer to cases in which the

corporation is a named party, and to which the corporate fiduciary is also a

m]TRTbbPah ^a _a^_Ta _Pach)n55 Through this means, the General Assembly

therefore required that there be a close nexus between the claims involving the

corporation which made it a party to the suit, and the conduct of the nonresident

fiduciary.

As a result, only claims that involve conduct by the nonresident fiduciary

using his corporate power will make him a necessary or proper party. In choosing

cWT f^aSb m]TRTbbPah ^a _a^_Ta _Pach(n cWT =T]TaP[ Assembly did not invent new

terms. Rather, they used terms that had a lineage in our tradition of law. Courts

have historically identified and included mnecessaryn parties to a suit on the ground

cWPc cW^bT _PacXTb WPeT maXVWcb fWXRW \dbc QT PbRTacPX]TS and settled before the

aXVWcb ^U cWT _PacXTb c^ cWT bdXc RP] QT STcTa\X]TS)n56 And mpropern parties appear

###########################################################
54 See, e.g., Wash. State Grange( //, K)I) Pc ..3 %mN6O UPRXP[ RWP[[T]VT \dbc UPX[ fWTaT cWT
statute has a o_[PX][h [TVXcX\PcT bfTT_)pn& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^] ^\XccTS&)
55 10 Del. C. § 3114.
56 67A C.J.S Parties § 3 (internal citations omitted); see also id. %mIt is generally held that the
necessary parties to a proceeding, regardless of its nature, that is, whether it is in rem, at law, or
in equity, are those, and those only, who have an interest in the subject matter of the suit and
whose rights may be materially affected or concluded by the judgment, and without whom the
court will not proceed to a final determination of the controversy, even as between parties
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before a court because they have a separable legal interest in the suit.57 We must

give effect to the terms carefully selected by the General Assembly and presume

that they intended to reflect the established meaning of those terms.58

Furthermore, by authorizing jurisdiction over corporate fiduciaries who use

their position to commit wrongs on behalf of the corporation in actions where the

corporation is properly before the court, the General Assembly could be thought to

###########################################################################################################################################################################################

_a^_Ta[h QTU^aT cWT R^dac)n& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^]b ^\XccTS&5 Party, BLACKpS LAW DICTIONARY

(defining P m]TRTbbPah _Pachn Pb mNPO _Pach fW^( QTX]V R[^bT[h R^]]TRcTS c^ P [PfbdXc( bW^d[S QT
included in the case if feasible, but whose absence will not require dismissal of the
_a^RTTSX]Vbn&)
57 See, e.g., 67A C.J.S Parties § 2 %m6 _a^_Ta _Pach c^ P] PRcX^] ^a proceeding is a party who has
an interest in the controversy or subject matter which is separable from the interest of the other
parties before the court so that it will not necessarily be affected by a decree which does
complete justice between the other parties. . . . A proper party is not the same as a necessary or
indispensable party. The term includes those without whom a substantial decree or judgment
may be made but not a decree or judgment which will completely settle all the questions
involved and conclude the rights of all persons who have any interest in the subject matter of the
[XcXVPcX^])n& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^]b ^\XccTS&5 59 AM. JUR. 2d Parties j 2 %,*+,& %m?] TeTah RXeX[ RPbT(
there must be a proper party plaintiff and a proper party defendant. 6 o_a^_Ta _Pachp Xb ^]T
whose interest may be affected by a judgment but whose presence is not essential for the
adjudication of an action. Only those persons who are legally affected are proper parties to a
lawsuit. 6 _Pach Xb o[TVP[[h PUUTRcTSp Qh P RPdbT ^U PRcX^]( b^ Pb c^ QT P _a^_Ta _Pach c^ cWT PRcX^](
if the party has a legal interest in rights that are the subject matter of the cause of action. All
those having an interest in the subject matter of the litigation that may be conveniently settled
cWTaTX] PaT _a^_Ta _PacXTb)n& %X]cTa]P[ RXcPcX^]b ^\XccTS&5 Party, BLACKpS LAW DICTIONARY

%STUX]X]V P m_a^_Ta _Pachn Pb mNPO _Pach fW^ \Ph QT Y^X]TS X] a case for reasons of judicial
TR^]^\h Qdc fW^bT _aTbT]RT Xb ]^c TbbT]cXP[ c^ cWT _a^RTTSX]Vn&)
58 See, e.g., Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. ,.0( ,0- %+3/,& %mNLOWTaT NcWT [egislature]
borrows terms of art in which are accumulated the legal tradition and meaning of centuries of
practice, it presumably knows and adopts the cluster of ideas that were attached to each
borrowed word in the body of learning from which it was taken and the meaning its use will
convey to the judicial mind unless otherwise instructed. In such case, absence of contrary
direction may be taken as satisfaction with widely accepted definitions, not as a departure from
them.n); 82 C.J.S. Statutes § -2/ %m8^dacb _aTbd\T cWPc cWT [TVXb[PcdaT d]STabc^^S cWT \TP]X]V ^U
the words that it used and that it intended to use them. . . . [C]ourts presume that the words in a
statute have been used . . . in their legal sense, if they have a well-bTcc[TS [TVP[ \TP]X]V)n&
(internal citations omitted).
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have had an interest in conserving litigant and judicial resources by enabling

plaintiffs to seek redress against the corporation and the fiduciary for injuries in

one, rather than multiple forums, for claims arising out of the same facts or

occurrences. And because of the nexus requirement in the Necessary or Proper

Party Provision, the General Assembly could easily have deemed it reasonable for

nonresident fiduciaries to have consented to subjecting themselves to jurisdiction

in the chartering states in cases where their conduct in their official corporate

capacity renders them a necessary or proper party in a case to which the

corporation is also a defendant. Moreover, § 3114 provided explicit notice to

Hazout that, by accepting a position as a director and officer of a Delaware

corporation, he consented to appear in this state to defend claims that fall under

either the Necessary or Proper Party Provision or the Internal Affairs Claim

Provision.59

Most important, although one can conceive of cases where applying the

plain terms of the Necessary or Proper Party Provision might compromise a

###########################################################
59 See, e.g., Armstrong( .,- 6),S Pc +10 %mNJWT STUT]SP]cbpO bcPcdb Pb SXaTRc^ab P]S cWTXa _^fTa
to act in that capacity arise exclusively under the Delaware corporation statutes. The defendants
accepted their directorships with explicit statutory notice, via [§] 3114, that they could be haled
into the Delaware Courts to answer for alleged breaches of the duties imposed on them by the
eTah [Pfb fWXRW T\_^fTaTS cWT\ c^ PRc X] cWTXa R^a_^aPcT RP_PRXcXTb)n&5 HMG/Courtland Props.,
Inc. v. Gray, 729 A.2d 300, 306 (Del. Ch. 1999) %mNITRcX^]O -++. Xb X] che Delaware Code and
provides clear notice to any reasonably informed director that accepting service as a director of a
Delaware corporation brings with it an obligation to defend official capacity suits here. This fact
Xb cWT d]STa_X]]X]V ^U j -++.pb R^]bcXcdcX^]P[Xch)n&)
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nonresident UXSdRXPahpb SdT _a^RTbb aXVWcb(60 it is equally easy to conceive of cases,

bdRW Pb cWXb ^]T( fWTaT 9T[PfPaTpb TgTaRXbT ^U _Tab^]P[ YdaXbSXRcX^] d]STa cWT

Necessary or Proper Party Provision would pose no constitutional difficulty. And,

as Chancellors Allen and Chandler pointed out, the way to police that concern is to

P__[h cWT \TcW^S fT S^ fWT] X\_[T\T]cX]V ^da bcPcTpb [^]V-arm statute, which is

to give effect to its terms, and to use the minimum contacts analysis required by

International Shoe to ensure that the statute is not used in a situationally

inappropriate manner.61

Nor are principles of personal jurisdiction the only way to address the

burden to nonresident fiduciaries of addressing litigation in our state. As we have

recently pointed out, the doctrine of forum non conveniens remains a viable tool

for even Delaware residents, including corporations, when sued on claims that

have little connection to Delaware, where Delaware law is not at stake, and where

###########################################################
60 For example, if plaintiffs attempted to drag corporate officers and directors into Delaware by
naming them as defendants in a products liability case where the products had been designed and
distributed from a state other than Delaware to diverse consumers, most of whom were in states
other than Delaware, the minimum contacts test would provide substantial protection. It would
be constitutionally questionable, to say the least, for Delaware to exercise personal jurisdiction
when DelawPaTpb bcPcdb Pb cWT bcPcT ^U X]R^a_^aPcX^] WPS ]^ aPcX^]P[ R^]]TRcX^] c^ cWT RPdbT ^U
action, where the conduct is governed by the laws of other states, and where there is no reason
why a corporate fiduciary should expect to be named as a party at all, much less in a suit where
the underlying conduct and claims have no rational connection to Delaware and provide no
rational basis for Delaware to apply its own law. Not only that, the traditional protections of the
corporate shield are unaffected by this decision, and there are serious limits on the ability of
plaintiffs to use veil-piercing to hold corporate fiduciaries or stockholders financially responsible
for actions of the corporation itself.
61 See supra notes 6k8.
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the burdens of defending the suit in Delaware are substantial and not justified by

any legitimate interest of the plaintiff in suing in Delaware.62

Finally, we also note the value of following regular order in the

interpretation of § 3114. That can be illustrated by the dilemma faced by our

Superior Court in this case. Facing the uncertainty posed by Hana Ranch, the

Superior Court purported to base its recommendation on the Internal Affairs Claim

Provision, but in a case that did not involve any claim against Hazout involving a

breach of a duty he owed to Silver Dragon or its stockholders as a fiduciary.

HPcWTa( cWT Id_TaX^a 8^dac _^bXcTS cWPc >Pi^dcpb R^]SdRc( XU Pb P[[TVTS( R^d[S

constitute not only a tort against Tsang and the Investor Group, but also a fiduciary

breach against Silver Dragon and its stockholders (if a suit of that kind were

brought by Silver Dragon or one of its disinterested stockholders later). To our

minds, it is counterproductive to embrace Hana Ranch and then create an incentive

to read the Internal Affairs Claim Provision overbroadly. Rather, the historical

view of the Court of Chancery that the Internal Affairs Claim Provision addressed

only claims against nonresident fiduciaries of Delaware corporations for internal

affairs claims involving an argument that they breached statutory or fiduciary

###########################################################
62 See Martinez, 86 A.3d at 1108k++ %PUUXa\X]V cWT Id_TaX^a 8^dacpb SXb\XbbP[ ^U P U^aTXV]
_[PX]cXUUpb R^\_[PX]c QPbTS ^] cWT S^RcaX]T ^U forum non conveniens because the defendant
corporation faced overwhelming hardship and inconvenience in having to defend a suit that
involved complex and unsettled issues of foreign tort law where the plaintiff was not a Delaware
resident and was not injured in Delaware, and the fact that the defendant corporation was
incorporated in Delaware had no rational connection to the cause of action).
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duties they owed to the corporation or its stockholders is the correct one dictated

by the language of that provision.63 In this case, Hazout is not being sued for

having breached any duty he owed to Silver Dragon or its stockholders. He is

being sued by Tsang for torts he allegedly committed against Tsang and the

Investor Group in the course of negotiating on behalf of Silver Dragon and by

using his powers at Silver Dragon to divert their funds to his affiliate.

If there is jurisdiction over Hazout under § 3114, it is under the Necessary or

Proper Party Provision. Under the clear terms of that provision, Hazout is subject

to service of process. Although he is not a necessary party to the case against

Silver Dragon because the Superior Court can proceed to a final determination of

the action with Silver Dragon alone,64 Hazout is obviously a proper party because

he has a tangible legal interest in the matter that is separate Ua^\ IX[eTa 9aPV^]pb

interest, and because the claims against him arise out of the same facts and

occurrences as the claims against Silver Dragonlalleged wrongs that Hazout

###########################################################
63 It has long been the case, of course, that once a nonresident director or officer is properly
subject to personal jurisdiction in Delaware for a claim for breach of fiduciary duty under the
Internal Affairs Claim Provision, the trial court may also subject that fiduciary to personal
YdaXbSXRcX^] U^a R[PX\b cWPc PaT mbdUUXRXT]c[h aT[PcTSn ^a mN]^cO SXbcP]c[h aT[PcTSn c^ cWT QaTPRW ^U
fiduciary duty claim. See, e.g., In re USACafes, 600 A.2d at 54 (observing that the court could
exercise personal jurisdicti^] ^eTa mclaims [that] arose from the same acts or transactions as
[breach of fiduciary duty] claims between the same parties over which the court did have
_Tab^]P[ P]S bdQYTRc \PccTa YdaXbSXRcX^](n X]R[dSX]V R[PX\b cWPc PaT ]^c mSXbcP]c[h aT[PcTS c^ cWT
a[[TVTS QaTPRW ^U UXSdRXPah Sdchn&5 N. Am. Catholic Educ. Programming Found., Inc. v.
Gheewalla, 2006 WL 2588971, at *1 (Del. Ch. Sept. 1, 2006), 7==M;, 930 A.2d 92 (Del. 2007)
%Tg_[PX]X]V cWPc P _[PX]cXUU \Ph P[b^ bdRRTTS X] ^QcPX]X]V YdaXbSXRcX^] ^eTa mR[aims [that] are
PST`dPcT[h P[[TVTS c^ QT obdUUXRXT]c[h aT[PcTSp c^ P eXPQ[T UXSdRXPah Sdch R[PX\n&)
64 See supra note 56.
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committed X] WXb RP_PRXch Pb cWT R^\_P]hpb FaTbXST]c P]S 8;E.65 Because that is

so and because we decline to excise the Necessary or Proper Party Provision from

the statute, § 3114 provides a proper statutory basis for the Superior Court to

exercise personal jurisdiction over him.

As we have indicated, that determination is not enough to affirm. Rather,

we must examine whether the exercise of personal jurisdiction over Hazout in this

case is consistent with his constitutional expectations of due process. As we have

noted, in this case, that is not in our view a close question. By becoming a director

and officer of a Delaware corporation, Hazout purposefully availed himself of

certain duties and protections under our law.66 More important, the claims against

Hazout involve his actions in his official capacity of negotiating contracts that

involved the change of control of a Delaware public corporation. By their plain

termslwhich Hazout represented as final and which Hazout himself executedl

the AVaTT\T]cb aTU[TRcTS cWT _PacXTbp RW^Xce to use the law of Delaware as their

common language of commerce, and their understanding that litigation over later

###########################################################
65 See supra note 57.
66

4<< 4I<GD8<G> K& 2M1<@B, 550 A.2d 1105, 1120 (Del. 1988) (citing Burger King, 471 U.S. at
475k10&& %mNJOWT \X]X\d\ R^]cPRcb fWXRW PaT ]TRTbbPay to establish jurisdiction must relate to
some act by which the defendant has deliberately created continuing obligations between
himself [] and the forum. Consequently, his [] activities are shielded by the benefits and
_a^cTRcX^] ^U cWT U^ad\pb [Pfb P]d it is not unreasonable to require him [] to submit to the
U^ad\pb YdaXbSXRcX^])n&5 Armstrong( .,- 6),S Pc +10 %mNJOWT STUT]SP]cb( Qh _da_^bTUd[[h PePX[X]V
themselves of the privilege of becoming directors of a Delaware corporation, have thereby
accepted bXV]XUXRP]c QT]TUXcb P]S _a^cTRcX^]b d]STa cWT [Pfb ^U cWXb IcPcT)n&)
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contractual differences could ensue in Delaware.67 As to the claims in this case,

therefore, there is a strong argument that all sides to the matter understood that as

to the course of their respective actions relevant to this case, the jurisdiction that

was their focus was the home of the fried oyster sandwich, and not the home of

poutine or dim sum. That Tsang happened to be in Hong Kong and Hazout in

Canada was a matter of geography having little bearing on what was a cross-border

transaction involving a change of control of a Delaware corporation and involving

the negotiations of agreements using the language of Delaware.68 For these

###########################################################
67 Burger King( .1+ K)I) Pc .2, %^QbTaeX]V cWPc m[a]lthough [a choice-of-law] provision standing
P[^]T f^d[S QT X]bdUUXRXT]c c^ R^]UTa YdaXbSXRcX^](n fWT] R^\QX]TS fXcW ^cWTa \TP]X]VUd[
R^]cPRcb( mXc aTX]U^aRTNbO ST[XQTaPcT PUUX[XPcX^] fXcW cWT U^ad\ IcPcT P]S cWT aTPb^]PQ[T
U^aTbTTPQX[Xch ^U _^bbXQ[T [XcXVPcX^] cWTaTn&5 World-Wide Volkswagen( ... K)I) Pc ,31 %mNJOWT
foreseeability that is critical to due process analysis is . . ) cWPc cWT STUT]SP]cpb R^]SdRc P]S
connection with the forum State are such that he should reasonably anticipate being haled into
R^dac cWTaT)n& %X]cTa]P[ citations omitted); Canadian Commercial Workers Indus. Pension Plan v.
Alden( ,**0 LB ./0120( Pc '+, %9T[) 8W) <TQ) ,,( ,**0& %moJWT c^dRWbc^]T ^U cWXb \X]X\d\
contacts analysis is foreseeabilitylfWTcWTa cWT STUT]SP]cpb R^]SdRc P]S R^]]TRcX^] fXcW cWT
foru\ IcPcT PaT bdRW cWPc WT bW^d[S aTPb^]PQ[h P]cXRX_PcT QTX]V WP[TS X]c^ R^dac cWTaT)pn&
(internal citation omitted).
68 In this regard, Hazout assumes with confidence that the tort claims at issue in this case are
necessarily governed by either the law of Canada or the law of Hong Kong. We do not believe
that the Superior Court has ruled on that issue nor do we believe that Tsang has conceded that
argument. Under our law, the Superior Court will be bound to apply the most significant
relationship test of the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws. Given the realities of the
bdQYTRc \PccTa ^U cWT _PacXTbp SXbRdbbX^]b ^eTa cWT 8WP]VT ^U 8^]ca^[ 6VaTT\T]cb P]S cWTXa
choice of Delaware law as their common language of commerce, there is a non-trivial argument
that Delaware has a greater interest in the application of its law to this case than either Canada or
Hong Kong. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS § 6(2)(c) (1971) (providing
cWPc mcWT aT[TeP]c _^[XRXTb ^U ^cWTa X]cTaTbcTS bcPcTb P]S cWT aT[PcXve interests of those states in the
STcTa\X]PcX^] ^U cWT _PacXRd[Pa XbbdTn PaT aT[TeP]c c^ cWT RW^XRT-of-law analysis); id. § 145(1)
%_a^eXSX]V cWPc RTacPX] R^]cPRcb bdRW Pb m%P& the place where the injury occurred, (b) the place
where the conduct causing the injury occurred, (c) the domicil, residence, nationality, place of
incorporation and place of business of the parties, and (d) the place where the relationship, if
any, between the parties is centered . . . are to be evaluated according to their relative importance
fXcW aTb_TRc c^ cWT _PacXRd[Pa XbbdT)n&; id. § 0%,& R\c) U %mJWT U^ad\ bW^d[S NO P__aPXbT cWT aT[PcXeT
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reasons, Hazout cannot fairly say he did not foresee that he would be subject to

litigation in Delaware over his conduct in connection with negotiating the Change

of Control Agreements. Accordingly, requiring Hazout to defend JbP]Vpb lawsuit

in this state does not m^UUT]S caPSXcX^]P[ ]^cX^]b ^U UPXa _[Ph P]S bdQbcP]cXP[

YdbcXRT)n69

IV. CONCLUSION

Therefore, because § 3114 provides a statutory basis for personal jurisdiction

over Hazout in Delaware, and because exercising that jurisdiction is consistent

with HPi^dcpb R^]bcXcdcX^]P[ aXVWcb( fT PUUXa\ cWT Id_TaX^a 8^dacpb ST]XP[ ^U

>Pi^dcpb \^cX^] c^ SXb\Xbb)

###########################################################################################################################################################################################

X]cTaTbcb ^U cWT bcPcTb X]e^[eTS X] cWT STcTa\X]PcX^] ^U cWT _PacXRd[Pa XbbdT)n&5 j +./ R\c) U %]^cX]V
cWPc mcWT _[PRT ^U X]Ydah Xb [Tbb bXV]XUXRP]c X] cWT RPbT ^U UaPdSd[T]c \XbaT_aTbT]cPcX^]bn&5 ABRY
Partners V, L.P. v. F & W Acquisition LLC, 891 A.2d 1032, 1049k50 (Del. Ch. 2006) (noting the
SX\X]XbWTS X\_^acP]RT ^U P b^_WXbcXRPcTS QdhTapb _WhbXRP[ [^RPcX^] X] STcTa\X]X]V RW^XRT ^U [Pf
as to a claim of intentional misrepresentations made by the seller in a negotiated agreement
QTcfTT] cWT _PacXTb( mparticularly when those relationships involve interstate commerce and do
]^c RT]cTa X] P]h \PcTaXP[ \P]]Ta ^] cWT VT^VaP_Wh ^U P]h _PacXRd[Pa _Pachpb ^_TaPcX^]P[
WTPS`dPacTabn&5 see also id. Pc +*.2 %mParties operating in interstate and international commerce
seek, by a choice of law provision, certainty as to the rules that govern their relationship. To
hold that their choice is only effective as to the determination of contract claims, but not as to
tort claims seeking to rescind the contract on grounds of misrepresentation, would create
d]RTacPX]ch ^U _aTRXbT[h cWT ZX]S cWPc cWT _PacXTbp RW^XRT ^U [Pf _a^eXbX^] b^dVWc c^ Pe^XS) ) . . To
layer the tort law of one state on the contract law of another state compounds that complexity
and makes the outcome of disputes less predictable, the type of eventuality that a sound
R^\\TaRXP[ [Pf bW^d[S ]^c bTTZ c^ _a^\^cT)n&. But that matter is not before us, and is one to be
determined in the first instance by the Superior Court upon briefing by the parties.
69

.DIMB Shoe, 325 U.S. at 316 (citing Milliken v. Meyer, 311 U.S. 457, 463 (1940)).


